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PH. 1. RESEARCHER WITH NANCY BARRY – PRESIDENT WOMEN’S WORLD BANK, AT AWAKE CONFERENCE’ BANGALORE. PAGE 189.1

PH. 2. RESEARCHER WITH S. NAGRAJ – DIRECTOR CEDOK. PAGE – 189.1

PH. 3. RESEARCHER INTERVIEWING VIDYA MURKUMBI – LEADING WOMEN ENTREPRENEUR. PAGE: 227.1

PH. 4. RESEARCHER INTERVIEWING MODINBI.PATVEGAR – OLDEST WOMEN ENTREPRENEUR AGED 102. PAGE: 227.1

PH. 5. WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS AT EXHIBITION. PAGE: 284.1

PH. 6. WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS AT EXHIBITION. PAGE: 284.1

PH. 7. WOMEN ENTREPRENEUR WITH HER OFFSET PRINTING MACHINE. PAGE: 309.1

PH. 8. WOMEN ENTREPRENEUR WITH HER BOTTLE MANUFACTURING MACHINE. PAGE: 309.1
MAP.1.1 Karnataka state in India.
KARNATAKA STATE AND SEVEN DISTRICTS UNDER STUDY

KARNATAKA STATE MAP.